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Debate takes place as planned, though rules are broken

By Antunya Gould
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On Thursday, October 10th, the University of Maine officially announced the ownership of the world’s largest 3D printer in a ceremony at the Advanced Structures and Composite Center.

The project to get the printer to UMaine began as a collaboration with the United States Department of Energy’s Oak Ridge National Laboratory, located in Oak Ridge, Tennessee. In May, it was announced that the 3D printer would be coming to Orono. Collectively, UMaine and Oak Ridge Laboratory (ORL) will work on the 3D printer to the Maine campus. The collaboration is based upon the accessibility and knowledge of UMaine, due to their work with sustainable materials and composites, as well as Oak Ridge’s knowledge of 3D printing processes.

UMaine’s research in composite materials was used to inform the printing process and the printer will take permanent residence in the Advanced Structures and Composite Center.

Dr. Habib Dagher is the executive director and founder of the UMaine Advanced Structures and Composite Center.

On October 10, 2019, the University of Maine officially announced the ownership of the world’s largest 3D printer in a ceremony at the Advanced Structures and Composite Center.

On Oct. 10, 2019, the University of Maine hosted its 21st annual Engineering Job Fair, a daylong event co-sponsored by the Career Center and department of engineering that provides engineering students with the opportunity to meet representatives from local and regional companies and to network for professional opportunities that may help them get job offers upon graduation.

The Engineering Job Fair is the second of its yearly events during the first floor of the Memorial Union and King, Rep. Golden, as well as adjoining the teaching potential at UMaine. Faculty hopes that the 3D printer will attract university students from all over the country.

“It’s beyond what you can imagine,” Dagher said. “This year’s Engineering Job Fair is the largest in the history of UMaine’s Career Center. Young personally requested an opportunity to recruit at UMaine’s Engineering Job Fair and said that the chance to do so was “very special.”

Without the printer, a boat similar to this would normally be a rigorous construction project. “This has never been attempted before,” said Dagher.

This was the second of its yearly events during the first floor of the Memorial Union. “I was delighted to join UMaine’s celebration of the world’s largest 3D printer and largest 3D-printed object,” Collind said. “The future of the [UMaine] Composites Center is bright thanks to the excellent working relationship between UMaine, Oak Ridge National Laboratory and many other federal agencies, which will support next-generation, large-scale additive manufacturing with biobased thermoplastics.”

Steve Von Voigt, executive director of the MAcC, noted that Maine housing the world’s largest 3D printer is “a huge deal.”

The state of Maine has the largest median age of all the states in the United States, and the UMaine faculty hopes that the 3D printer will attract university students from all over the country.

“The boat after the printing process was completed. “This is one of the few chances they will have to interact with engineering and business professionals in a formal setting.”

More than 30 of the recruiters tasked with hiring for their companies at the fair were UMaine alumni. One such recruiter, Sergeant First Class Kathleen of the Maine Army National Guard, said that he enjoyed the opportunity to share his knowledge and information with students, which will help educate them on the types of career paths and options that exist after graduation.

In another of the returning alumni, young UMaine civil engineering 2014 graduate Alex Young, is now a manufacturing engineer at Cummins. “I was interested in the Teaching Center. Young personally requested an opportunity to recruit at UMaine’s Engineering Job Fair and said that the chance to do so was “very special.”
The University of Maine System has announced this month its new student outreach campaign, "Maine Val- ues You," which aims to both improve the educational quality at each of the state university system's seven campuses and the affordability of each institution's tuition for local Maine students.

A combination of in-person and online recruitment and donor-energized efforts have made Maine’s public universities the fourth most affordable of the nation’s largest network of alumnus or service, research or creation of knowledge experience available to each student.

To apply for financial aid, students should visit www.famemaine.gov, which is now allowing applications for the 2020-21 academic year. In addition, the system offers a comprehensive web-based application that includes the Free Application for Federal Student Aid (FAFSA), along with explanations of how to fill out the FAFSA, as well as financial aid award letters, on a website available at www.famemaine.gov.

Maine’s public university system says it will continue to prepare students for the support of student scholarships and service in the workplace and be attractive to employers.

Throughout her talk, Rowe also shared how she felt things were changing in Maine. Even though Maine’s public universities were working to attract more students, they were doing so in a less expensive and more affordable manner. Rowe said that being a part of this academic community was something that she was committed to improving. Rowe also noted that the outdoor education room was a place that had made her comfortable, and that the "outdoor education room" became her home. It was there that she found refuge and personal growth. She also said that her coworkers treated her differently for her sexual orientation, which made her feel comfortable or comfortable as a queer person in an academic setting.

Rowe was also supported by the outdoor education room and its staff, who made her feel comfortable and supported her. She also mentioned that when she was the only woman in the group, which was more than 50% of the time, she was the only woman involved in her activities. Rowe shared that being part of this academic community was something that she was committed to improving. Rowe also noted that the outdoor education room was a place that had made her comfortable, and that the "outdoor education room" became her home. It was there that she found refuge and personal growth. She also said that her coworkers treated her differently for her sexual orientation, which made her feel comfortable or comfortable as a queer person in an academic setting.

Rowe's talk came at an important time for the UMaine community. Not only did it follow during Coming Out Week, a week-long celebration for LGBTQ students at UMaine, it was also held on the same day as two Supreme court cases about whether compa- nies could discriminate against LGBTQ workers. This talk highlighted the importance of creating a space for LGBTQ people in the workplace and served to enforce the idea that the Supreme Court cases should be thoroughly reviewed.

Rowe offered hope and education for the LGBTQ community and others at a time when it is more necessary than ever.

Maine's public university system announces statewide initiative

The Maine Campus

Photo by Haylee Scovil.
Gov. Mills pledges Maine will have zero greenhouse gas emissions by 2045

Seela Stockley Contributor

At the recent United Nations Climate Change Conference (COP 25), President Mills sought to address climate change by implementing new and improved policies for Maine.

Mills addressed the U.N. regarding the climate crisis and the need for urgent action. Mills expressed her commitment to reducing greenhouse gas emissions and transitioning to renewable energy sources.

The climate crisis is real and urgent. It is a threat to our planet, our economy, and our future. We cannot afford to ignore it any longer. Mills believes that we must take bold action to combat climate change and ensure a sustainable future for all.

Mills also discussed the importance of investing in clean energy technologies and supporting the development of renewable energy industries. She emphasized the need for collaboration among different sectors to achieve a successful transition to a low-carbon economy.

Mills’ commitment to addressing climate change is further demonstrated by her pledge to ensure that Maine will achieve net-zero greenhouse gas emissions by 2045. This goal is ambitious, but it is necessary to prevent irreversible climate change and ensure a livable future for future generations.

Mills’ leadership in addressing climate change is commendable. It is time for other leaders to follow her example and take action to combat climate change. We cannot afford to delay any longer.

Government officials and citizens throughout the state must work together to achieve this goal. We must invest in clean energy technologies, support renewable energy industries, and promote energy efficiency.

Mills’ leadership serves as a reminder that action is needed to address the climate crisis. We must work together to ensure a sustainable future for all and prevent irreversible climate change.
about climate change initiatives. Throughout the entire debate, there was not a single question about climate change initiatives. One of the media hosts or moderators quizzed the candidates on the action they would take to combat climate change. Oct. 17 A nor’easter “bomb cyclone,” which hit New England through the middle of the week, knocked out power across Maine, leaving more than 200,000 people without power or internet for Friday morning. The storm, which brought heavy winds and rain, created the perfect conditions for flash flooding. UMPD officers determined the street flooding was recorded so far in October throughout much of New England. It brought snow to northern Vermont, where a few of the ski resorts got enough snow to prompt an early start to the winter sports season.

Oct. 18 Two American astronauts made history on Friday by becoming the first two women to complete an all-women spacewalk. Representing NASA were Christina Koch and Dr. Jessica Meir, both of NASA’s 2013 class of astronaut trainees. Koch holds a master’s degree in electrical engineering, Meer is a Marine native who grew up in Car- bown and achieved a master’s degree and a doctorate in marine biology. The spacewalk, which lasted seven hours and 17 minutes, included a brief call with President Donald Trump congratulating the women saying that they were doing an incredible job. Tuesday night, the fourth democratic debate was held, and afterward people had a debate was held, and the fourth democratic candidates on the stage were in front of Androscog- gin Hall. The officer approached the vehicle and determined that none of the pas- sengers were in possession of a medical marijuana card, and found that the pass- sengers had been smoking marijuana in the vehicle. Austin Dunn, a first-year student, was charged with the underage pos- session of marijuana and referred to conduct. Richard Ahlsterand, a first-year student, was not charged but was referred to conduct. The fourth member of the party, Isaac Park- er, was found to be a non-student and was charged with criminal trespassing and ex- corted off campus by UMPD. Oct. 16 - 11:42 a.m., UMPD received a call from a staff member at Raymond H. Fogler Library with a report that they had found graffiti contain- ing a racial slur in a stall of the first-floor men’s bathroom.

Chicago protests approach their seventh full day after demonstrations broke out almost a week ago. Chilean President Sebastian Piner declared a state of emergency on Friday after thousands of people stayed on the streets in protest of the rising cost of living, including a recent rise in the cost of public transportation.

This week at UMaine...

Monday
SpiritualTEA 5:30 p.m. p.m. The Wilson Cen- ter
Tuesday
Multicultural Stu- dent Center Lunch and Learn 12 p.m. - 1 p.m. Multicultural Student Center
Wednesday
Rumors 10:00 a.m. - 12:00 pm Al Cyrus Pavilion Theatre
Thursday
2019 Maine Hari- sleeve Lecture 5:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m. Col- lins Center for the Arts
Friday
Trick or Trot 8 p.m. - 9:30 p.m. Witter Farm
Saturday
Alumni Tailgate 10:00 a.m. - 1:30 p.m. Alfond Stadium

Want to see your club or organization’s event represented here? Send the info to eic@mainecampus.com

The best from UMaine’s finest

What's happening this week at UMaine

Police Beat

The Maine Campus

Leela Stockley
News Editor

Oct. 9 - 10:34 p.m. While on rounds in Somerset Hall, an officer from the Univer- sity of Maine Police Department (UMPD) smelled the strong scent of marijuana on the first floor. The officer was able to determine that Alex- ander Froggatt and Hunter Smith, both first-year students, had been smoking marijuana. The stu- dents were sum- moned for the pos- session of marijuana and paraphernalia and were referred to conduct.

Oct. 11 - 12:00 a.m. While on duty, a UMPD officer could hear students on the fourth floor of Gannett Hall talking about drinking. Af- ter investigating, the officer determined that there were underage male students were in possession of beer. The students were sum- moned to the Student Conduct Code Com- mittee.

Oct. 13 - 12:33 a.m. While on duty, a UMPD officer smelled the strong scent of marijuana coming from a vehicle parked in front of Androscog- gin Hall. The officer approached the vehi- cle and determined that none of the pas- sengers were in pos- session of a medical marijuana card, and found that the pas- sengers had been smoking marijuana, dabs and alcohol in the vehicle. Austin Dunn, a first-year student, was charged with the underage pos- session of marijuana and referred to conduct. Jacob Henley, a first-year student, was charged with the underage pos- session of marijuana and alcohol and referred to conduct. Richard Ahlsterand, a first-year student, was not charged but was referred to conduct. The fourth member of the party, Isaac Park- er, was found to be a non-student and was charged with criminal trespassing and ex- corted off campus by UMPD.

Oct. 16 - 11:42 a.m., UMPD received a call from a staff member at Raymond H. Fogler Library with a report that they had found graffiti contain- ing a racial slur in a stall of the first-floor men’s bathroom.

Sudoku

Witter Farm

6 p.m. - 8 p.m.

Maine Marketplace

10:00 am - 1:30 pm

Alumni Tailgate

10:00 am - 1:30 pm

Aftond Stadium

Crossword

Word Search

Can you provide a summary of the events described in the newspaper article? The events described in the newspaper article include various police incidents, debates, and protests. The police incidents include the arrest of students for smoking marijuana, and the arrest of a non-student for the possession of marijuana and alcohol. The debate was held to discuss climate change initiatives, but there were no questions about climate change initiatives. The protests in Chicago were a response to the rising cost of living, including a recent rise in the cost of public transportation.
By now, students know where their classes are, they’ve finished in a few easy exams, and for a couple of exams, and have most likely experienced at least one all-nighter homework session. At week eight in the semester, the college schedule is routine, but for many, their schedules might become burdened with a new assignment: overworking the mid-semester burnout.

Every October, the University of Maine schedules a fall break for students around In-Dig-enous People’s Day. The extra four days off from school serve as a time meant for students to relax, rest and potentially avoid detrimental burnout of mental health issues. However, this time off isn’t often seen as students for whom this four days as their only chance to attempt to clean their head out from under the weight of assignments and responsibilities they are drowning in.

Many professors will schedule extra work, turn in papers late, and break since students have the extra time off from classes. Other professors will add the work to make up for the lost class time. In any case, fall break morphs into a time where students are so overwhelmed that they cannot take full advantage of the time for destressing.

In college, it can seem as if stress is a way of life. Students carry assignments, tests, hours of sleep or busy schedules to gauge their stress levels amongst their friends. But for some parents, a prolonged and excessive amount of stress will lead to mental physical or emotional exhaustion. Students can feel overworked in their list of responsibilities. Burnout can be rec-ognized in a variety of mental physical and emotional symptoms. In these next few weeks, take a step on your own, and you’re sure to find signs that either can be heavily impacted.

This tension hit a clear path out of burnout. This tension has always been a constant of burnout. This tension has always been a constant of balanced work-life.
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The US used, backstabbed and abandoned its greatest ally in the Middle East

The Trump administration’s decision to withdraw US forces from Syria is causing a political and military backlash. The move is seen as a betrayal of America’s Kurdish partners, who have been fighting IS for years. Moreover, it is perceived as a strategic and moral failure by many observers.

Kurds have been fighting IS for years.

The impact of this move is multifaceted. It will have serious implications for the stability of the region, the global fight against terrorism, and US credibility as a global power. The Kurds, who have been fighting IS for years, are now left vulnerable to the attacks of their enemies. The move is also seen as a rejection of the international community’s efforts to combat terrorism.

This move is not only a setback for the Kurds but also a source of concern for other countries that have been fighting IS. It is a reminder of the dangers of relying too heavily on social media for political purposes. The move is also seen as a blow to the US’s standing as a global leader.
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The aspect of rap culture that the film really grapples with is how it’s not just the individual who physically rapapn-
Wildestein from A12
The spirit of pride and collaboration on events that are a product of the more sensitive topics which affect the LGBTQ community.

On Tuesday, Oct. 10, the New Writing Series (NWS) held the first bi-weekly reading of the semester featuring poet Sarah Green and作者名.

The NWS motto is “Making it New since 1993.” The NWS series is a contemporary program that hosts a variety of artists including poets, writers, and editors. The event, which was one of the most exciting and innovative of the fall semester, offered an opportunity for students to engage with new and emerging voices in literature and art.

The series was founded with a clear mission to create a space for creative expression and to foster a community that celebrates diversity and inclusion. The series aims to showcase the work of both established and emerging writers and artists, providing a platform for their voices to be heard and appreciated.

The NWS series is open to all students and faculty members, regardless of their background or identity. It is a space where everyone is welcome to participate and share their work.

The NWS series also provides opportunities for students to engage with the work of visiting writers and artists, offering workshops, readings, and other events that encourage creativity and critical thinking.

On this occasion, Sarah Green, a Vermont-based poet, was the featured reader. Her work is known for its frankness and directness, addressing themes such as love, loss, and the complexities of identity.

Sarah Green’s work often deals with the themes of love, loss, and the complexities of identity. Her poetry is known for its frankness and directness, addressing themes such as love, loss, and the complexities of identity.
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Peruvian writer in the United States

Luis Hernán Castañeda

On Oct. 16 in the Hudson Museum’s Puerto Rican Center for the Arts, the Hudson Museum announced a special talk by Peruvian writer Luis Hernán Castañeda. Castañeda’s work has been translated into 17 languages and 17 narratives in this anthology are more of a snapshot of the world and seasoned with so much history among the land and the indigenous people who have made home here. Three-year-philosophy student Dana Denee said, “I have always been so interested in the topic of the Peruvian culture and traditions of the Peruvian nation, and I will always appreciate the Hudson Museum for its inter- esting artifacts and pieces of history.” Backmaking in- volves making virtually wisecracks or other products by using cer- ebral materials together in a pattern. In- digenous people often make themselves to make their lives more successful, such as baskets. Bowls and trawls are the primary components used in weaving the basket showed around the museum.

Castañeda’s work has been translated into 17 languages and 17 narratives in this anthology are more of a snapshot of the world and seasoned with so much history among the land and the indigenous people who have made home here. Three-year-philosophy student Dana Denee said, “I have always been so interested in the topic of the Peruvian culture and traditions of the Peruvian nation, and I will always appreciate the Hudson Museum for its interesting artifacts and pieces of history.” Backmaking involves making virtually wisecracks or other products by using cerebral materials together in a pattern. Indigenous people often make themselves to make their lives more successful, such as baskets. Bowls and trawls are the primary components used in weaving the basket showed around the museum. 
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Castañeda’s work has been translated into 17 languages and 17 narratives in this anthology are more of a snapshot of the world and seasoned with so much history among the land and the indigenous people who have made home here. Three-year-philosophy student Dana Denee said, “I have always been so interested in the topic of the Peruvian culture and traditions of the Peruvian nation, and I will always appreciate the Hudson Museum for its interesting artifacts and pieces of history.” Backmaking involves making virtually wisecracks or other products by using cerebral materials together in a pattern. Indigenous people often make themselves to make their lives more successful, such as baskets. Bowls and trawls are the primary components used in weaving the basket showed around the museum.
NEW AND UPCOMING RELEASES

- Change Queen - King Princess
- Heavy Lifter
- The Accused
- Rhythm + Flow
- The Accused
- Heavy Lifter
- The Accused
- Rhythm + Flow

What's happening in and around Orono this week...

Monday, October 21
Highmower Farm Harvest Sale
10 a.m. - 3 p.m.
Lawn beside Cyrus Pavilion Theatre

Tuesday, October 22
SpiritualTEA
1:30 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.
Wilson Center

Wednesday, October 23
Multicultural Center Lecture and Lunch
12 p.m. - 1 p.m.
Multicultural Student Center

Friday, October 25
Maine Heritage Lecture
3 p.m. - 5 p.m.
Collins Center for the Arts

"Rhythm + Flow"
King Princess
"Heavy Lifter"
The Accused
"The Accused"
Rhythm + Flow

Why gender violence is everyone’s issue

On Thursday, Oct. 11, the University of Maine’s Wildestein Queer-Straight Alliance held Coming Out Monologues to observe the LGBTQ community at UMaine, whether you declared in a message to students, staff, and faculty, and said, “I don’t think there’s anything more delightful than being able to go into a public space and say ‘I am a man’,” Dana said. “The Memorial Union is the central gathering space for students, staff, and faculty, and what better place to be able to come and to say ‘This is my home.’”

"The University of Maine, whether you are figuring out who you are today, whether you are wrestling with that...whether your sexuality is different than what other people say it should be, it’s your home,” Dana declared in a message to the LGBTQ students at UMaine.

Throughout the week the Rainbow Resource Center (RRC) and other student life offices offered programs to celebrate Go!

Photo by Sierra Semmel.
The University of Maine Men’s Black Bears’ hockey team faced the University of Alaska Anchorage Seawolves on Friday, Oct. 11 at the tune of a 7-1 win at Alfond Arena.

The home opener started out with third-year defenseman JD Greenway, scoring just one minute into the first period and collecting his first career goal as a Black Bear. Just three minutes later, fourth-year forward Tim Doherty found the back of the net from the left circle, which brought Maine to a 2-0 lead early in the first. The Seawolves cut the lead in half midway through the first period when first-year forward Alex Frye’s shot ricocheted off a Maine defender, changing direction before sneaking past third-year goalie Jeremy Swayman. Early in the second period, Maine regained their two-goal lead when third-year defenseman JD Greenway, scoring just one minute into the second period and adding in a few more goal-scorers as the third-year forward accumulated his third goal of the season. Maine maintained the lead throughout the second period, maintaining their lead and adding in a few more goal-scorers as the third-year forward accumulated his third goal of the season.

Heading out of the locker room, both teams immediately re-entered the game with less than 10 seconds remaining in the period. With both teams back at full strength on the ice, neither seemed to want to play the other, with both squads playing evenly-spaced and good spacing, the Seawolves worked the puck around the Black Bear’s defense before first-year forward Nick Wicks fired a slap shot past Swayman. The puck deflected off the ice at full strength on the ice, neither seemed to want to play the other, with both squads playing evenly-spaced and good spacing, the Seawolves worked the puck around the Black Bear’s defense before first-year forward Nick Wicks fired a slap shot past Swayman.

The Black Bears’ defense was strong throughout the game, with the duo of third-year goalie Mitchell Fossier and second-year goalie Simon Butauskas maintaining their lead and preventing the Seawolves from scoring on a one-timer from the right side of the goal. With the puck behind the back, a beautiful no-look pass to second-year forward Simon Bula- kia in front of the goal, Butauskas buried the puck to extend Maine’s lead to 4-1.

With under two minutes to play in the second period, the Black Bears burned the win in the Seawolves zone before fourth-year for- ward Mitchell Fossier snuck a shot from the point past Swayman. Fossier’s shot ricocheted through the first when Petruzzelli saved. Tralmaks began on the loose puck and put it off to fourth-year forward Wyatt Bongiovanni, added his second of the season with a power-play tally as the Black Bears attempted a comeback. The Black Bears took advantage of a three-on-two break. After the goaltender saved Fossier’s shot, Doherty corralled the loose puck and put it away for Maine, bringing them a 3-2 lead in the third period. Dave provided late insurance for Maine when he scored on a power-play with less than 10 minutes remaining in the game. He corralled the loose puck in front of the net and put the Black Bears up 4-2.

The Bobcats quick- ly responded to Maine, leveling the score at 1-1 as first-year forward Simon Butauskas gained the defensive zone, extended their lead to 2-0 early in the game, leading the Black Bears back to a 3-2 lead in the third period. Dawe provided late insurance for Maine when he scored on a power-play with less than 10 minutes remaining in the game. He corralled the loose puck in front of the net and put the Black Bears up 4-2.

After dropping their second two games in a tight contest, that came down to the wire. Black Bears second-year forward Jacob Schmidt-Svej- jiký tallied his first career goal on a two-on-one goal Saturday night early in the game for the Black Bears to extend their lead just two minutes later as first-year forward Ethan Layn knocked one past Swayman. The Black Bears, intent on ice away the victory, continued their offensive push. Second-year forward Ethan de Jong tallied his first goal of the season following the ensuing faceoff. As third-year forward Owen Tufto backhanded the puck towards de Jong in the Black Bears’ zone, and de Jong buried the puck in Maine’s net, extending their lead to 3-1 in the first period. The Black Bears got a goal back as Schmidt-Svejiký earned the second of the game with a one-timer from just above the left face-off circle to cut the Bobcats’ lead to 3-2 halfway through the second period. Bon- giovanni netted his third goal of the sea- son with a one-timer off a faceoff win from Fossier later as first-year forward de Jong tallied his second goal of the game. Second-year forward Tim Doherty found the back of the net from the left circle, which brought Maine to a 2-0 lead early in the first. The Seawolves cut the lead in half midway through the first period when first-year forward Alex Frye’s shot ricocheted off a Maine defender, changing direction before sneaking past third-year goalie Jeremy Swayman. Early in the second period, Maine regained their two-goal lead when third-year defenseman JD Greenway, scoring just one minute into the second period and adding in a few more goal-scorers as the third-year forward accumulated his third goal of the season.
Morgan Ford
Contributor

The Black Bears took to the field on Sunday, Oct. 6 against the University of Harvard. The contest against Harvard opened up quickly for Maine as second-year forward Sadie Gyarfas found the back of the net less than 10 minutes into the first half thanks to a masterful assist from fourth-year forward Nicole Bailey. After that, both teams exchanged unexciting goals on offense until the 35-minute mark in the first half, with second-year Hawk midfielder Izzy Lachick managing to get the ball past second-year defender Sadie Gyarfas under five minutes left in the first half.

Women’s soccer loses to Hartford and New Hampshire, defeats Binghamton at home

The Maine Campus

The University of Maine women’s hockey team fell to Quinnipiac University 3-2 in overtime in their season opener on Friday, Oct. 11.

Third-year forward Madalle Giordano scored the first goal of the game for the Black Bears, coming off a beautiful pass from first-year forward Sadie Gyarfas before second-year forward Ella Dibble broke through the zone. Icing away short-handed, third-year forward Tereza Vanisnova scored on the assist, tying the score heading into the second half. Icing away short-handed, third-year forward Tereza Vanisnova scored on the assist, tying the score heading into the second half.

For the Bears, they would rely on their defense for the win as second-year forward Sadie Gyarfas and fourth-year goalie Carly Shepert stopped all 24 shots in the first period, but third-period on a powerplay Maine finally scored on an assist from fourth-year midfielder Emile Ander.

On Saturday, Oct. 12, the University of Maine women’s hockey team skated to a 3-2 win over the Quinnipiac Bobcats. In the first period, it was a battle of two teams with neither team able to find the back of the net. The first period was a defensive battle between third-year goalie Felix Chafouss on an assist from second-year midfielder Priscilla Do- mings, leading up to a shot on Binghamton once more, with Do- mings scoring and Mackenzie in on the assist. The last game was played against the Black Bears’ rival, the University of New Hampshire Wildcats in Durham, New Hampshire. In similar fashion to their previous contest, Maine’s defense locked down Binghamton’s offense, allowing only six shots on goal in the first 45 minutes of play. The game led to defensive play and several penalties on both sides for the remainder of the period, but with 15 minutes left Maine’s offense kicked it into gear once more. Fourth-year forward Olivia Chalifoux scored on an assist from fourth-year mid- fielder Emile Ander.

On Monday, October 21, 2019, the University of Maine women’s hockey team fell to New Hampshire 2-0 in overtime. This game was the first of three straight against New Hampshire with the Black Bears winning the final two games.

Women’s soccer loses to Hartford and New Hampshire, defeats Binghamton at home

The University of Maine women’s hockey team fell to Quinnipiac University 3-2.

Third-year forward Madalle Giordano scored the first goal of the game for the Black Bears, coming off a beautiful pass from first-year forward Sadie Gyarfas before second-year forward Ella Dibble broke through the zone. Icing away short-handed, third-year forward Tereza Vanisnova scored on the assist, tying the score heading into the second half. Icing away short-handed, third-year forward Tereza Vanisnova scored on the assist, tying the score heading into the second half.

The last game was played against the Black Bears’ rival, the University of New Hampshire Wildcats in Durham, New Hampshire. In similar fashion to their previous contest, Maine’s defense locked down Binghamton’s offense, allowing only six shots on goal in the first 45 minutes of play. The game led to defensive play and several penalties on both sides for the remainder of the period, but with 15 minutes left Maine’s offense kicked it into gear once more. Fourth-year forward Olivia Chalifoux scored on an assist from fourth-year midfielder Emile Ander.

On Monday, October 21, 2019, the University of Maine women’s hockey team fell to New Hampshire 2-0 in overtime. This game was the first of three straight against New Hampshire with the Black Bears winning the final two games.
Houston Astros and Washington Nationals set to face off in 2019 World Series

Alex Addonis
Contributor

The World Series is set to kick off this weekend as the Houston Astros and Washington Nationals set to face off in the 2019 World Series. The Nationals, who finished in second place in the National League, will face off against the Astros, who finished in third in the American League.

In the American League, the New York Yankees and the Houston Astros will face off. The Yankees finished in second place in the American League, while the Astros finished in third. In the National League, the Washington Nationals and the St. Louis Cardinals will face off. The Nationals finished in second place in the National League, while the Cardinals finished in third.

The World Series will be a highly anticipated match-up, as both teams have strong pitching rotations and talented batting lineups. The Astros, led by starters Justin Verlander and Gerrit Cole, have a dominant pitching staff. The Nationals, led by Max Scherzer and Stephen Strasburg, have a strong pitching rotation as well.

On offense, the Astros have a potent lineup, led by George Springer and Yuli Gurriel. The Nationals, led by Juan Soto and Adam Eaton, have a strong batting order as well.

The World Series will be a clash of two of the best teams in baseball, and fans are sure to be treated to a thrilling series. The Astros and Nationals will face off in a best-of-seven format, with the first game set for Saturday, October 19.

Fans can expect a competitive series, as both teams have the talent and experience to win it all. The Astros have been to the World Series before, while the Nationals are making their first appearance.

The World Series will be a test of pitching matchups and batting strategies, as both teams have talented players in key positions. The Astros and Nationals will face off in a series that will be remembered for years to come. The World Series will be a battle of two of the best teams in baseball, and fans are sure to be treated to a thrilling series.
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Just like last season, the Buffalo Sabres have the most losses in the league. With the addition of star forward Jack Eichel, the Sabres have proven to be a formidable team this season. However, they still need to improve their defense if they hope to make a deep playoff run. The Buffalo Sabres are currently at the top of the Metropolitan Division, with 12 points in 5 games played.

The Pittsburgh Penguins, on the other hand, are struggling. They have only won 2 games this season and are currently sitting in last place in the Metropolitan Division. Despite having a talented roster, the Penguins have failed to translate their talent into wins. They will need to make significant improvements in the remaining games to make a playoff run this season.

On Monday, Oct. 14, the Boston Bruins defeated the Anaheim Ducks 4-2, as right- wise wing David Pastrnak picked up all four of the goals. The Bruins, who are currently in second place in the Eastern Conference, are off to a hot start this season. With 6 goals in their first 3 games, the Bruins are one of the top-scoring teams in the league. They will look to continue their scoring streak as they face the New York Islanders on Wednesday.

In Boston, Patrice Bergeron had two goals and an assist as the Bruins defeated the Senators. Bergeron's performance helped the Bruins secure their third straight win of the season. The Bruins are now 3-0-0 in their first 3 games and are off to a hot start in the Eastern Conference. They will face the Florida Panthers on Saturday night, as they look to extend their winning streak.
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Professional Sports This Week

Upcoming Games:

**NFL:**
- Thursday, October 24: Washington @ Minnesota
- Sunday, October 27: Seattle @ Atlanta
- New England @ Chicago
- New York @ Detroit
- New York @ Jacksonville
- Cincinnati @ Los Angeles
- Tampa @ Tennessee
- Philadelphia @ Buffalo
- Denver @ Baltimore
- Dallas @ Carolina
- Carolina @ San Francisco
- Oakland @ Houston
- Cleveland @ New England
- Green Bay @ Kansas City
- Monday, October 28: Miami @ Pittsburgh

**MLB:**
- Tuesday, October 22: Washington @ Houston
- Wednesday, October 23: Nationals @ Astros
- Friday, October 25: Astros @ Nationals
- Saturday, October 26: Astros @ Nationals
- Sunday, October 27 @ (if needed): Astros @ Nationals
- Monday, October 28 @ (if needed): Astros @ Nationals

**NBA:**
- Tuesday, October 22: New Orleans @ Toronto
- Wednesday, October 23: Cleveland @ Orlando
- Boston @ Philadelphia
- Washington @ Dallas
- Denver @ Portland
- Thursday, October 24: Milwaukee @ Houston
- LA @ Golden State Warriors
- Friday, October 25: Toronto @ Boston
- Chicago @ Memphis
- Dallas @ New Orleans

UCU members can video chat with a teller during video teller hours to complete a number of transactions! Outside of video teller hours, members can deposit cash and checks into their accounts, and withdraw funds! We have a total of 6 ATMs on campus!